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Foreword
The first quarter of 2022 has seen some momentous decisions made and some significant
deliverables achieved within the existing portfolio.
This edition features updates on our Venture Graduate Scheme, the Challenge Fund,
Pharmatelligence, Zip World, Metro Plus, ULEV, Fintech and Energy along with partnership
news from the Cardiff Capital Regional Skills Partnership and the Valleys Regional Park.
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Highlights of the quarter include the landmark £36.5m investment agreed for the purchase
and remediation of the Aberthaw power station site, further investments approved in media.
cymru, Fintech, and Cyber Innovation Hub alongside cabinet agreement to ringfence a
potential £30m of our investment fund for a bespoke Valleys Transformation Fund.
The quarter also witnessed the inaugural meeting of the CJC, made significant progress in
refining our operating protocols, and saw significant new talent added to the team.
If there is anything you would like to see us feature in these newsletters, or any feedback you
might have on these updates, please contact us at info@cardiffcapitalregion.wales and share
your thoughts, we would be delighted to hear from you. In the meantime, we hope you enjoy
the read!
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Investment Pipeline
Our investment pipeline continues to attract a healthy flow of opportunities for
consideration. We are pleased to report that we have:

15

11

Investments actively in the
Mobilise and Delivery phase.
These include: CSC Foundry,
Pharmatelligence, Creo Medical,
Zip World, Housing Viability
Gap Fund, Strategic Sites &
Premises Fund, Metro Plus and
ULEV, Cyber Masters, CCR
Challenge Fund, CCR Graduate
Placement Programme,
CSconnected, Aberthaw, Cyber
Innovation Hub, media.cymru
and Fintech.

Expressions of Interest representing initial exploratory enquiries where a formal
investment request is yet to be submitted.

13

Proposals actively working their
way through the investment
business case and evaluation
stage gates. These remain
commercially sensitive and hence
are confidential at this stage.

6

£257m
Total Funds committed to date.
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Aberthaw
Following Regional Cabinet approval in February, we were delighted to announce our
purchase of one of South Wales’ best-known landmarks, the Aberthaw Power Station. The
purchase provides us with a perfect opportunity to remediate, redevelop, and reposition
the site as an exemplar for green energy production in the region. The redevelopment of the
site will maximise the long-term development potential to drive sustainable, clean economic
growth across the South-East Wales region.

Our proposed redevelopment Master Plan for the 489-acre site will:
— Support the production of renewable and green energy projects
— Provide an accompanying battery storage facility to support future green energy projects
— Produce a zero-carbon manufacturing cluster which will include green hydrogen
production facilities
— Provide a green energy innovation centre which will promote innovation, growth,
knowledge, and community interaction for the zero-carbon future of Wales
— Be responsible for the development and maintenance of a bio-diverse ecology park
which will include a visitor centre, providing amenities to the local community
— Create the best conditions to support industrial de-carbonisation and future
giga-plant facilities.
The 489-acre site currently contains the decommissioned coal-fired power station, as
well as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) locally known as East Aberthaw Coast.
Our redevelopment plan will commit to safeguarding and developing the nature reserve,
working with colleagues in the Vale of Glamorgan Council to ensure effective plans are put
in place. In the interim, whilst plans are worked through, our commitment will be to ensure
this ecologically valuable component of the site is protected and, wherever possible, further
enhanced and augmented.
This project will enhance and strengthen the Vale of Glamorgan and the region, as a major
regional enterprise hub. In doing so, it will deliver multiple benefits to South-East Wales
communities and will offer the potential to shape and create new markets in key industrial
sectors of the future.

media.cymru
On January 31st the Regional Cabinet approved CCR’s co-investment contribution of £3
million to the successful media.cymru Strength in Places funding bid.
This £50 million programme will bring together 24 organisations within the Cardiff Capital
Region, including partners in education, broadcasting, technology, media production, and
local leadership. The programme funding comprises a £22 million investment from UK
Research and Innovation’s (UKRI) Strength in Places Fund, £2 million from Welsh Government
via Creative Wales, £3 million from the CCR and the remaining £23 million match-funded
from industry and university partners.
media.cymru will aim to ground Cardiff Capital Region as the international hub for media
innovation and production, and will provide:
— Solutions to challenges and opportunities for the Region’s media sector covering
sustainability, bilingual production, diversity and inclusion, tourism, and technology
— New physical and digital infrastructure, including a world-leading virtual studio
— A pipeline of innovation and research and development which will allow for the creation
of the best products, services, and experiences.
This ambition will be realised through a series of targeted work packages designed to
transform the region’s media sector infrastructure, create systematic uplift for hundreds
of SMEs in the region, and extend existing strengths and R&D and innovation capacity to
address global challenges.
We are delighted to be part of this ground-breaking initiative and are looking forward to
playing a full and active role in the mobilisation of the workstreams throughout 2022.
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partnership with the Airbus Cyber Lab, and will be incubated and accelerated through the
Alacrity Foundation. Tramshed Tech will ensure that entrepreneurs and new Cyber companies
will have collision spaces and innovation facilities in Cardiff and across the region.
The approval of the Cyber Innovation Hub is critical to the growth of the cyber security
sector in the region and will create a competitive advantage for the CCR against other UK
regions. It will be the exchange point for knowledge transfer between private and public
sector, allowing for the creation of a pipeline of innovators and new companies as well as
attracting SMEs, across the region and internationally, to engage with the technical testbed
network and wider activities.

By 2030, it is anticipated the Cyber Innovation Hub will deliver:

Cyber Innovation Hub
This quarter saw us commit a further £3 million towards the set up and initial running
costs of a Cyber Innovation Hub. This is a co-funded initiative with Welsh Government also
investing £3m and industry partners contributing a further £3.5m of in-kind match.
This new initiative is expected to attract £19.9m in total support over 5 years and will
transform Cardiff Capital Region into a leading UK cyber cluster by 2030. The Hub will lead
the transformation and growth of the Cybersecurity cluster in the region, creating a pipeline
of new products, high-growth businesses, and talent.
Its delivery, led by Cardiff University, will be managed by a consortium of partners
geographically dispersed around the region to ensure benefits are realised throughout the
CCR. The Hub will utilise the nationally recognised Centres of Excellence in cyber security
at Cardiff University and University of South Wales, maintain close collaborations with the
Thales National Digital Exploitation Centre in Blaenau Gwent, will enhance engagement and
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27

£24m

new high-growth companies

of leveraged investment

1,750

£3m

upskilled and reskilled jobs

CPD income

Colan Mehaffey, Head of Digital & Data Innovation, said:
“Cyber is a priority sector for CCR – we have strength in the region, and this shows
our commitment to significantly growing the cluster. Ensuring that we have a pipeline
of new companies and the best talent is critical to the cluster’s growth and we’re
delighted to work with Welsh Government in funding this transformational initiative.
What we want a healthy runway of innovation and entrepreneurs as part of the
development of our clusters, and also access to capital; ensuring the finances are there
to invest in our clusters for future growth and to make them robust.”
“Ultimately, we want to realise benefits for our citizens and that will come in many
forms as a result of the Cyber Innovation Hub – increased economic investment in the
region, inward investment and in terms of social value and social benefit.”
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Cyber Masters

Valleys Transformation

The quarter saw commitment given to extend a one-year pilot in an industry-ready master’s
in Cyber Security and Technology for a further 2 academic years in partnership with Cardiff
University and PWC.

At the March cabinet meeting, in principle approval was given, subject to business case, to
ringfence £30 million to contribute, alongside our 6 Northern Valley Local Authority partners
and Welsh Government, to the establishment of a Northern Valleys Seed Fund.

The pilot, which has been in operation since September 2021 in line with the start of the
academic year, successfully recruited 15 participants onto the course.

Work has commenced scoping a potential programme of interventions specifically focused
on the following 6 areas:

This advanced Cyber Masters Programme, developed by Cardiff University in partnership
with PwC, is geared to preparing high-class, employment-ready cyber security professionals
for the surprisingly diverse opportunities available in the cyber world. With our support, this
radically different MSc programme provides a cutting-edge fully funded learning experience.
It represents partnership working in action and is a complete departure from traditional
classroom-based learning, bringing together world-leading business advisors, technical
experts, and industrialists.
Working with PwC has created a blueprint for other businesses in the region to follow –
enabling organisations to work with us to adapt, refine and build upon the model. In many
ways it represents a route map for skills development across our clusters; and a key driver
in nurturing that talent pool we need to develop and grow a world class cyber cluster across
the region.

Strategic Sites and Premises
Building on the duelling of the A465, this workstream will seek to bring
forward a suite of industrial sites that meet the current and future market
needs of the region.

Housing
The overall aim of the Housing workstream will be to increase the supply of
affordable housing options, improve the energy efficiency and condition of
existing housing, and reduce the number of empty properties.

Digital Connectivity
Looking to make a step-change in the provision, use and understanding of
digital to make our business communities smarter, more efficient, and
more productive.

Skills
With the ultimate aim being to make our young people feel confident in
planning for their future in the northern valleys and ensure there is support
for existing employees/residents to reskill/upskill to meet the current and
future needs of employers.

Tourism

2

year extension awarded
to the one-year pilot

Building on the work of Visit Wales and the Valleys Regional Park, the aim
is to create a Destination Investment Plan for the Northern Valleys that is
focussed on scaling existing attractions, developing and attracting new
attractions to the region (e.g., Zip World) and investing accommodation to
further enrich the tourism offer in the northern valleys.

Clusters
Looking to build upon the work of the Tech Valleys, and others, to develop
and attract technology-based businesses to the northern valleys and foster
greater links with the local research and skills base.
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40

It has been a busy few months for the Energy and Transport team.

businesses in the
region supported

Having recently supported over 40 businesses in the region to
recruit graduate talent, Venture Graduates’ ambition is to further
build momentum and profile, throughout 2022.
Our unique partnership with the University of South Wales,
Cardiff University, Cardiff Metropolitan, and the Open University,
providing direct access to students and graduates, is enabling
the Venture brand to quickly gain profile and brand awareness.
Nearly 350 applications were received for our second cohort,
and we expect this number to increase as we scale up, despite
highly competitive candidate market conditions.
The future is exciting, as we focus upon supporting more growth
businesses in the Cardiff Capital Region, better aligned to our
key priority sectors and projects. Our ambition is to develop
Venture Graduates as the “Go To” graduate recruitment portal
for employers and graduates alike, increasing the number of
graduate job opportunities, and supporting graduate retention in
the region. Work is underway to fully leverage our relationships
and networks with business forums and stakeholders, to reach a
wider employer base.
We are adding value to the Venture Graduate proposition for
graduates and employers alike, by investing in an AI powered
hiring platform, offering a fast, professional and accessible
recruitment journey, developing graduate employability support;
creating a unique Venture Graduate Development Programme,
designed to embed “ever-green” transferable skills as part of
their learning journey, strengthening our links with Global Welsh
Mentors, and offering recruitment and talent attraction advice
and guidance to SMEs.
Watch this space for further developments in this area!

Visit Venture Graduates
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Follow us on:

350

applications received
for our second cohort

250

Park and Ride spaces

ENERGY & TRANSPORT

Metro Plus
We are happy to report that works on the Metro Plus scheme are developing positively, with
a further scheme on site.
Pontypool New Inn is one of the latest sites with a ‘spade in the ground’. This is a really
exciting scheme with up to 250 Park and Ride spaces that will meet wide social criteria.
Delivery of the Porth Interchange and Cardiff East Bus Priority is ongoing successfully. The Porth
Interchange, part of a wider regeneration programme for Porth, will provide a new bus station
adjacent to the rail site with an integrated building for all transport provision and other uses. The
Cardiff East Bus Priority is also part of a wider strategic realm programme for Cardiff Central.
A £7.1m bid has been submitted to Welsh Government to finish the Metro Plus Phase 1
programme for 2022/23 and we are awaiting to hear the outcome.
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Ultra-Low Emission Vehicles
(ULEV)
Our ULEV schemes continue to gather momentum. We are installing a host of Electric
Vehicle Charge Points (EVCPs) across the region. One of these schemes is public use and
is through our concession agreement with Connected Kerb. As part of Phase 1, we are
delivering 175 dual charge points across 146 sites in the next 6 months, with Phase 2
delivering, as a minimum, a further 119 charge points across a further 114 sites. Phase 2 will
run almost parallel to Phase 1 and is scheduled to be complete by March 2023. Work on site
will start in the next couple of weeks and will be the start of our aim to make a real change
to the Cardiff Capital Regions accessibility to EVCPs and we hope this will help support the
general public transition to electric vehicles.

Part 2 Current Projects & Strategic Developments

175

Dual charge points
across 146 sites

12

Live and operational
50kW taxi chargers

The second EVCP scheme is the Taxi chargers, which is nearing the end of completion. At
present there are 12 live and operational 50kW taxi chargers across the region, with a
further 10 due to be live by the end of the month. These chargers are available for all taxi
drivers to use, with the cost of charging free for the drivers using the Taxi Try Before You Buy
Scheme! The ‘Try Before You Buy Scheme’ for our Ultra Low Emission Vehicle (ULEV) Taxis
is aimed at encouraging taxi drivers to transition to 100% electric, wheel-chair accessible
vehicles. We have 44 Nissan Dynamo taxis available, and the trial will run to the 30th of
November 2023.
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ENERGY & TRANSPORT

ECO Flex

This scheme will enter its 4th phase later this year as energy suppliers install retrofit
measures across the country which will amount to £1 billion per annum. We have been
collaborating with officers from each of the local authorities to ensure that a coherent
working mechanism is in place to ensure that each authority reaps the rewards of the
ECO programme for the benefit of fuel poor households – those spending more than
10% of annual income on energy costs and living in EPC D to G rated homes. The everincreasing cost of living, especially energy costs, increases the importance of UK and Welsh
Government retrofit schemes such as ECO, the Optimised Retrofit Programme and Arbed to
ensure that as many people as possible can live in affordable, heat efficient homes.

ENERGY & TRANSPORT

Carbon Disclosure
A key staple of a coherent strategy designed to take us to net-zero is having a clear
understanding of what emissions are coming from where, whether that is by local authority;
industry; or modes of transport, to name a few. We have been collaborating with each
local authority and the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) to try and fill the gaps in data on
each emission scope to create a database using the Scatter programme. Scatter enables
local authorities across CCR the ability to visualise the effect of certain interventions on its
overall carbon footprint. This represents an exciting first step of what we hope will be many
alongside CDP across the next few months.

ENERGY & TRANSPORT

Climate Coalition
We have also been working with existing CCR partners to develop a ‘Climate Coalition’ that
will bring together influential businesses and individuals from across different industries and
sectors to bridge the knowledge deficit that exists in the region regarding decarbonisation
and to emphasise the benefits of a transition to net-zero. A roadmap is in place with the aim
of establishing a steering group to create a vision and scope in the near future.
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Challenge Fund
Another busy quarter for the Challenge Fund…
We are delighted to finally launch our new Challenge Fund website which you can view at:
www.challengefund.wales. Our website contains a wealth of information to help applicants
identify and consider challenges and we are particularly excited that it has a forum for
potential applicants and all interested parties to discuss ideas.
On the Low Emission Vehicle Fleet Challenges currently under consideration, the KTN
facilitated four pitching days for solution providers to present their proposals and answer any
questions from the Local Authorities involved: Caerphilly, Merthyr and Monmouthshire.
In addition, our Advisory Board considered four further applications for funding with a total
funding ask of £4.9 million. The applicants were a health board, two Local Authorities, and
one applicant from within the CCR. Our Strategy Board will consider all applications at the
next meeting in May.
Developmental work is also continuing developing provocations in the topical areas of social
care innovation, waste plastic and regeneration.

1

8,095
visitors in the first quarter
of 2022

99

riders on the brand new
‘Tower Flyer’ ride in 1 day

1,363

riders on the mobile ‘Big
Red’ ride at Cardiff Castle

Health Challenge

1

Challenge from within CCR

2

Local Authority Challenges

ZipWorld
In celebration of St David’s Day Zip World Tower’s adventure, Phoenix became a Guinness
World Record holder for “The largest flag unfurled by zip wire” a feat undertaken by
adventurer and TV host, Lowri Morgan.
In the first quarter of 2022 no less than 8,095 people experienced an adventure at this
amazing site with the brand-new ride – the Tower Flyer seeing its busiest day yet with 99
riders in 1 day, and Big Red (the mobile Zipline) which spent the months of February and
March at Cardiff Castle in support of the six nations, provided thrills for 1,363 riders!
Congratulations also to the team for achieving their ‘Learning Outside the
Classroom’ certification.
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Pharmatelligence
Our January 2021 equity investment in Pharmatelligence (now re-branded to Human Data
Sciences) was a commitment to the exceptional Cardiff-based pioneer blazing a trail
in providing expert, independent, real-world evidence for healthcare services and the
pharmaceutical industry. We were delighted to be able to celebrate the announcement
of ‘Livingstone IQ’ their advanced online analytics platform that unlocks the full power of
healthcare data, empowering pharmaceutical companies to make better decisions, much
faster than ever before.
The provenance and speed efficiency of Livingstone IQ has literally changed the game
– reducing the time taken to run hitherto long-hand critical studies from 6-12 months
to a matter of minutes. And the benefits do not end there. This extraordinary platform
also enables pharmaceutical and device companies to understand which patients would
benefit most from their products and their treatments – and how outcomes for those
patients could be further improved. From a regulatory perspective, Livingstone IQ delivers
unbiased, objective information, so decisions can be made quickly and easily. From a patient
perspective, Livingstone IQ enables all stakeholders to understand what works for specific
patients – and why. From a world health perspective, Livingstone IQ represents a quantum
leap in getting drugs and medicines to market – to enhance and save lives.
A truly amazing product and company that we are proud to be supporting.

£70m

in revenue predicted in the
next three years

FinTech Cluster
Throughout the first quarter the Welsh FinTech community has continued to thrive with
events, accelerator programmes and grassroots skills initiatives that have continued to
establish Wales’ as a hub of FinTech excellence.
The FinTech Wales Foundry’s 12-week intensive, no equity FinTech accelerator programme
has been accompanied by a series of insightful Firesides with world-renowned
entrepreneurs, including Admiral Founders Henry Engelhard & David Stevens, Just EAT
Founder David Buttress and Confused.com CEO Louise O’Shea. The programme’s graduates,
which showcased their successes on May 4th at a celebratory event held at Techniquest in
Cardiff Bay, are already predicting more than £70 million in revenue in the next three years
and creating 100 jobs in Wales
This CCR priority sector has also focused on developing the FinTech leaders of tomorrow
with the launch of A 10-week fully-funded Bootcamp programme for graduates, career
changers, and existing employees looking to upskill for the Financial Services sector and a
DebateMate Schools programme, designed to develop pupils’ oratory skills and awareness of
the FinTech sector in a series of debating contests leading to a grand final later this year.
Our long-term ambition is to build on the firm foundations we have in place in order to
establish a compelling position for the CCR as a global leader in the digital insurance
marketplace and a go to destination for any business looking to accelerate business growth. In
support of this ambition, the regional cabinet agreed in March to provide City Deal investment
to aid further cluster development, more details on which will be available shortly.
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CSconnected
The robust growth of the compound
semiconductor community continues to
make a significant contribution to the
Welsh economy and a recent report,
produced under the CSconnected
Strength in Places Funded program &
published by the Welsh Economy Research
Unit at Cardiff University in February,
found that employment in the Welsh
compound semiconductor’s sector grew
by around 14% year on year to 2021,
accounting for 10% of Wales’ employment
in electrical and electronic engineering.
In total, the compound semiconductor
cluster supports 2,390 jobs in Wales
and directly contributed around £194
million of Gross Value Added (GVA) in
2021, representing around 1.7% of Welsh
manufacturing GVA.
CSconnected welcomed Hazel Hung
to the team in February. Hazel has
joined the team as the new Programme
Manager to lead the administration of
the CSconnected Strength in Places Fund
(SIPF). In this role, Hazel supports the
SIPF consortium and the South Wales
semiconductor community at a dynamic
stage of its evolution and growth.
CCR is one of the partners in CSconnected
SIPF, a 55-month project with a total value
of £43 million, supported by £25 million
of government funding provided through
UK Research and Innovation’s flagship
Strength in Places Fund.
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Regional Skills Partnership
Our Regional Skills Partnership (RSP) has started the process of developing a new threeyear Employment and Skills Plan which will be launched in the autumn of 2022. To assist this
process, they are running surveys to give CCR employers the opportunity to give feedback
and help us shape the future of skills policy and provision in South East Wales. They will
also be holding a Stakeholder Engagement event at the International Convention Centre
Wales (ICC) on Thursday 26th May. The purpose of this event is twofold, firstly to kickstart
engagement with employers, stakeholders, and providers of post-16 education and training
and secondly, to promote the all-important Young Persons Guarantee (YPG) to key employers
and stakeholders across South East Wales and to encourage collaboration across the
region. The Welsh Government Programme for Government 2021-2016 sets out an ambitious
commitment to deliver the Young Persons Guarantee (YPG), giving everyone under 25 the
offer of support into work, education, training, or self-employment.
For further information on this development and on the topics below click here - English
version or click here - Welsh version
—
—
—
—
—
—

Employment and Skills Planning Stakeholder Event
Young Persons Guarantee (YPG)
Degree Apprenticeships across SE Wales
The labour market of tomorrow: jobs, skills, and the transition to a green economy
CCRSP informing Welsh Governments Covid-19 pathway to recovery
Qualifications Wales: ‘Qualified for the Future’

For more information please contact:

RegionalSkillsPartnership@newport.gov.uk

Or visit:

www.ccrsp.co.uk

Valleys Regional Park
Inspiring times ahead for Valleys Regional Park as they enter a new phase and explore a
future direction of travel. The year to date saw the expansion of partner project Big Bocs
Bwyd in schools across the valleys, a new valleys marketing campaign with agency Equinox,
as well as completion of a number of capital projects such as a new education and wellbeing
centre at Bryngarw Country Park. Stakeholders attended two workshops facilitated by North
Star Transition and the team at Valleys Regional Park look forward to updating you soon
about next steps.
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The first quarter of 2022 has been a bumper quarter for recruiting new
talent into our team. The fabulous new additions include:

January saw the inaugural meeting of the new Corporate Joint Committee take place. At
this meeting, the chair and deputy chairs of the new CJC were appointed and confirmed
as follows: Chair Cllr Anthony Hunt, and Vice Chairs; Cllrs Huw Thomas, Philippa Marsden
and Richard John. In addition, the budgets for both the remainder of the 21/22 and 22/23
financial years were agreed, the proposed interim standing orders were approved, and an
interim Executive team was appointed as follows: Kellie Beirne, Chief Executive; Christopher
Lee, CFO; and James Williams, Monitoring Officer. These arrangements will remain in place,
as will the minimalistic operating model, until such a time as we are able to realise the vision
to transition the existing city deal investments into the CJC and realise one integrated model
of regional public investment. It is hoped that we will be in a position to commence this
transition over the next 12 months.

PEOPLE

Rowena
O’Sullivan
Rowena O’Sullivan joined us in March as
Skills & Talent Lead. Rowena will be focussed
upon bringing to life the Future Ready Skills
Framework, to optimise the development of
new skills pipeline interventions and support
the upskilling of the region’s workforce and
CCR investments.
Prior to joining, Rowena spent 8 years
creating and building a flagship graduate
talent programme for the financial &
technology sector in the region. Rowena
brings a wealth of knowledge and
experience in skills, inward investment &
economic development, having previously
worked for the private sector, Welsh
Development Agency, Welsh Government
and Training & Enterprise Councils.

34

“The need to develop
future ready skills across
the region has never been
greater. I am looking
forward to working
in collaboration with
industry, education
and the public sector, to
strengthen existing skills
interventions and develop
new and innovative talent
development approaches,
that showcases Cardiff
Capital Region on the
global stage”
- Rowena O’Sullivan
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PEOPLE

PEOPLE

Jonathon Segarty joined us on April 1st taking on
the role of Corporate Governance Manager. Having
worked in a number of industries across several
roles, his focus has been on governance and project
management where he has delivered global expansions
for multination organisations, managed the transition
and transformation of business units, and developed and
implemented portfolio governance structures. Jonathon
will be working to develop and implement a governance
framework that allows flexibility whilst maintaining
accountability and ease of use, streamlining the meeting
secretariat processes, and working to help mature CCR
into its next evolutionary state.

Christian Cadwallader joined us in
March to take up the role of Interim
Programme Lead for Aberthaw. Having
previously been responsible for a number
of Enterprise Zones and managed
Local Growth Deals working in Local
Enterprise Partnerships in the South East
and Midlands, Christian has significant
experience of delivering regeneration
project, which includes the 200-acre
Steelworks in Ebbw Vale.

Jonathon Segarty

Christian
Cadwallader

“The Aberthaw project is an exciting mix of challenges,
which range from the highly complex demolition to
the shaping of our green future through an ambitious
masterplan for the site. The investment in Aberthaw is both
bold and visionary for the region, creating the right jobs,
bringing the right investment to Wales and addressing some
of the key challenges that is faced in the race to zero carbon.
I am incredibly lucky to be part of the journey and look
forward to making my contribution to the project.”
- Christian Cadwallader
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PEOPLE

Steven Hazleton
Steven Hazleton joined us in January as
the new Marketing and Communications
Lead. Having previously managed the
marketing department of a worldleading tidal energy and renewable
energy development company, Steven
has significant experience in delivering
effective content marketing campaigns.
Steven will be leading on the delivery of
a multimedia approach to our external
communications, widening the scope
of our marketing capabilities, and
transforming our communications
processes internally and externally.

PEOPLE

Katherine
Painter
Katherine Painter joined us in January to
add additional capacity to our Business
Support team. Katherine has a background
in academic administration and has joined
the team to provide secretariat support as
well as assisting with the provision of all our
back-office services.

“I was brought up in
Newport and want to
see this region continue
to prosper, so I am
looking forward to using
my skills to help a team
that is actively working
towards bringing growth
and regeneration to the
Cardiff Capital Region!”

“I am really excited to begin diversifying the approach to our
communications strategy. There are some great things lined
up for this year and I cannot wait to get started on delivering
more exciting campaigns!”
- Steven Hazleton

- Katherine Painter
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Processes
Work continues at pace at refining and
finessing our operating model and core
processes and procedures. Our ultimate
aim is to bring greater clarity and
transparency to the funding opportunities
we have available and to streamline our
investment application procedures and
documentation in order to make it as
easy as possible to navigate for potential
applicants, whilst simultaneously ensuring
the business case construction, evaluation,
and assessment is as robust as possible.
We are looking forward to rolling out the
new procedures over the next quarter.
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Contact Us
Marketing Team Contacts:
suzanne.chesterton@cardiff.gov.uk
steven.hazleton@cardiff.gov.uk
Web: www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
Email: info@cardiffcapitalregion.wales

